The way people work, learn, and meet has changed a bit over the past 70 years, but one thing has not changed - Mayline® continues to offer simple, smart, durable meeting and training room furniture solutions that make it possible to design the right fit for a variety of collaborative spaces.

From boardrooms, meeting and training rooms, to classroom and informal gathering areas, our collection of meeting and training tables are available in an array of shapes, sizes, finishes, and functionalities. Our complementary seating, storage, power options, and accessories make it possible for organizations to design, configure, and easily reconfigure spaces to encourage interaction, teamwork, learning, and problem solving.

Mayline can help identify, plan, and furnish your meeting and training spaces to enhance the way your employees interact, share, learn and perform.

*All meeting and training table surfaces are available in either thermally-fused laminate (TFL) with standard T-Mold edge; or 900+ standard high-pressure laminates (HPL) with choice of 3 edge treatments (refer to Mayline Corporate Color Program and/or Price Book for product details).*
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70 YEARS OF BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER.

Flip-N-Go® Tables in Mocha laminate with Black edge and Silver base. Aberdeen® Low Wall Cabinet and Presentation Board in Mocha. Valoré® seating with orange back (see page 15).
Cohesive look and feel that unifies space.

A variety of table styles for collaborating, learning, meeting, or socializing come together harmoniously with our Cohere™ collection. Top shape and leg style can be combined in virtually infinite ways, while simple lines and shared foot design deliver a single understated aesthetic.

Cohere Flip & Nest tables are ideal for training rooms or any application that requires frequent reconfiguration. Locking casters and optional ganging hardware provide stability, but can be easily disengaged when tables need to move. Transition tables allow for creative formations from V-shapes, U-shapes, and more. Base is available in Black, Silver or White powder coat finish.
Fixed-Height Table in Columbian Walnut laminate with Dark Brown edging and Silver fixed-height base. Commute chair in Expo Sprout.

Pin-Height Adjustable Tables offer 8” of vertical spring clip adjustability.
(Inset of Height Adjustability Detail)

Mobile training table can be flipped and nested for easy mobility and convenient storage. Shown with Burnt Strand laminate top with Silver edging, Silver base and optional White nylon casters for smooth movement.

4 standard Black casters included.
The perfect balance between style and function.

Sync™ infuses a modern aesthetic into any space with its flared legs, perforated modesty panel, and built-in cable management for flexible power options. Locking casters allow quick layout changes while ensuring stability. Easy-to-use ganging kit connects tables, enabling neat rows when needed.

Sync tables are available in rectangle, crescent, trapezoid, transition and pie tops, allowing for unique formations. The table assembles in minutes, gangs in a snap, and moves with graceful ease into any training room configuration. Optional manufactured cutouts for daisy chain electrical kits available on rectangular tables.
Tables can be flipped and nested for easy mobility and convenient storage. Silver modesty panel also contains a built-in cable trough. Shown in Biltmore Cherry laminate with Black edge. Silver base only with 4 locking casters.

Optional Under Surface Power Kit (see page 14).

Surface Mount Power Module (see page 14).

Single-handed center control mechanism for convenient flip of the top.
The upside of training tables.

Intuitive and highly functional, Flip-N-Go® tables are work-saving workhorses. With effortless maneuverability and legs designed for easy nesting and quick storage, the durable Flip-N-Go tables provide optimal convenience and versatility for today’s flexible workplace. Simply roll the tables into place and lock the casters.

Tech-savvy features include surface-mount power data or USB, as well as daisy-chain electrical options (on select tables). Multiple edge treatments are available along with standard grommet options and choice of Black or Silver frame. Available in rectangle, crescent, trapezoid, transition and pie top options to create a variety of configurations.

Add a Keep™ mobile unit and lectern to coordinate a complete training room and cohesive aesthetic.
Flip-N-Go Tables in Folkstone laminate with Black edging. Transition Table in Black laminate with Black edging. Valoré® Chairs (see page 15).

Tables tilt and lock for compact, straight-line nesting.

Dual-sided levers allow easy flip action. Integrated modesty panel with cable trough manages power options (see page 14), yet still allows trouble-free nesting.
Mobility and durability.

Meeting Plus™ tables offer a substantial look and feel along with exceptional durability, mobility, and convenient features. The contemporary design is built with configurability in mind – simply pick up one end of the table and roll it into place.

Create boundless configurations with multiple surface shapes, and three sizes of pie connectors (30-, 60-, and 90-degree) to maximize the possibilities. Modesty panels with integrated extra-wide cable troughs support table-to-table pass-through for efficient cord management. A wide range of table widths and depths to choose from, Meeting Plus supports up to 250 lb. weight capacity, and bases are available in all Mayline® standard paint colors.
Meeting Plus Tables in Witchcraft Mocha with Taupe edging. Pie Connectors and Transition Tables in Burnished Chestnut laminate with Taupe edging. Shown with Aberdeen Bookcase, Visual Presentation Board and Low Wall Cabinet in Mocha laminate, and Valoré Chairs (see page 15).

Integrated wheels in one foot allow for wheelbarrow-style mobility.

Transition Tables allow you to alter room configurations to fit your needs.
Fewer legs equal a lower price.

That’s the basic equation behind T-Mate™ tables designed with shared legs between adjacent surfaces to deliver excellent value, more knee space and a cleaner look. Two versatile table shapes, two-legged starter tables, one-legged adder tables, and pie connectors create the flexibility for a wide range of room configurations. (Two-legged starter tables can also be used in freestanding applications).

Threaded metal-to-metal connectors attach the stationary 2” tubular steel legs to the surfaces, allowing for easy installation and immediate use. Bases standard in Black. 100-lb. weight capacity on starter tables.
T-Mate Tables in Biltmore Cherry laminate with Black edging and Pie Connectors in Black laminate with Black edging. Shown with Valoré® TSM2 Chairs (see page 15). Ganging accessory included to securely connect tables.

One-legged Adder tables join to two-legged Starter tables in either direction to create economical desking solutions. Tops shown in Pearwood laminate with Black edging and Black base.
Host with the most.
Give your presenters all the tools they need to host a successful session.

Steel Lectern in Black or Silver.
- Platform adjusts from 33” to 47” in 1” increments.
- Light included.
- Integrated wheels for easy mobility.

1010PC Presentation Stand
- Designed to support laptops and projectors.
- Front surface adjustable to three positions.
- Black frame with reversible Anthracite/Folkstone surface.

1015HC Hospitality Cart
- Heavy-duty, locking casters.
- Speckled Anthracite laminate surfaces, Black frame and Anthracite shelves.
- 2 adjustable shelves and left-side door has 2 perforated storage pockets.

Power up.
Bring power and data directly to the table with these flexible options available for any of our training table tops.

POWER INFEED OPTIONS: (refer to Training Table Power Options in Mayline® Price List - Some limitations may apply)

ECB Quick Disconnect Black
- Plug & Power

ECH Traditional Hardwire

ECHS Single Circuit - 15 Amp Plug
- Power infeeds link up to 10 (ECS) or 20 tables (ECH, ECB).
- Power receptacles can be located on or below table surface.
- Non-sequential connections make reconfiguration easy.
- Quick Kits, specific to your tabletop size, include all you need to power tables.

Surface Mount Module

Undersurface Mount Module

SURFACE MOUNT OPTIONS:

PM20 Power Module

PM22 Power and Data Module with 2 Power/2 Data Outlets

PM44 Double-Sided Power and Data Module

PM30 Power Module with 3 Outlets

PMR22 Power and Data Module with 2 Power/2 Data Outlets

350190 Power/Data Module (attaches to table top)

F740 Surface Grommet
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Sits well with others.

Populate your meeting and training space with comfortable, stylish, durable task and training chairs in a variety of styles and functionalities to complement any Mayline® meeting and training tables.